INTRODUCTION
All mechanism that evolve in time can be represented through a dynamical system. Elementary examples can be found in mechanics, computer science and medicine. The most important thing is the evolution of the system, that is represented by the functions that desctivbe the state of the system as a function of time and satisfy the equation of motion of the system, [1, 2, 6] . The dynamical systems are encountered also in chemistry. In the paper [3] is studied a chemical phenomenon, an example of an autocatalytic reaction. Using the stability in first approximation and the theory of bifurcations is studied the stability the autocatalytic reaction. The fractals can be also interpreted as dynamical sistems. Its geometry can be seen as a language that describes models and analyzes complex forms from nature. The basics of fractal geometry are algorithms that can be visualized as structures and different forms using the computer, [4, 5] .
Let us conside the following system of differential equations of first degree: 
The characteristic polynomial is:
that leads to the following algebraic equation of second degree:
with the roots of characteristic equation that are the eigenvalues of the system: ki
. The general solution of the above system is:
Taking into account the initial conditions:
we obtain the values of the constants from te general solution:
k
therefore the solution of the above system with initial condition is:
Next we want to prove that the trajectory of the system (1) 
 
By computation we obtain the trajectory equation: . Therefore the big invariant of the conic will be: and we obtain that the conic could be formed by two lines:
, or the conic is empty: . Taking into account that the trajectory of our system (1) is an ellipse we will consider the third case into a particular representation. We chose:
THE CANONICAL FORM OF THE TRAJECTORY
we will realize a rotation of the axis. Let A be the matrix of the quadratic form of conic's equation: Because 2
. Taking into account that   
we obtain the connection between the coordinates before the rotation and the coordinates after the rotation.
We want to determine the center of symmetry of ellipse in the initial reference system. Considering the function: 
The curvature of the elliptical trajectory is: 
Next we compute the tangent and the normal in a point ) (t M at the elliptical trajectory Replacing in the above formula we obtain the value of
and the lengths of the found elements will be: 
